Orange icons denote TTC Projects

Dark Orange icons denote TTC Project Collaborations

Dedicated to protecting and enhancing the Ann and Roy Butler Hike-and-Bike Trail at Lady Bird Lake.

While enjoying the Trail:
- Always follow the trail:
  - Trail’s ideal from 10am - 7am
  - Deteriorates in cooler 8am - 10am

- Step on a bush (leave alternating sign)
- Stay on and come the reason you’re in the woods
- Follow the signs
- Stay on the path (keep)

- Check for trash (at home)
- Check for trash (on the nature)

- Walk 2.5 away (on the nature)
- Keep 10 away (on the nature)

Orange icons denote TTC Projects

Dark Orange icons denote TTC Project Collaborations

www.thetrailconservancy.org